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Fall 2018

PACE UNIVERSITY (NYC)

DEPARTMENT of ECONOMICS

”If it were not for the hope that a scientific study of men’s social actions may lead, not necessarily directly
or immediately, but at some time and in some way, to practical results in social improvement, not a few
students of these actions would regard the time devoted to their study as time misspent. That is true of
all social sciences, but especially true of economics. For economics is a study of mankind in the ordinary
business of life; and it is not in the ordinary business of life that mankind is most interesting or inspiring.”
– Arthur C. Pigou

1 What is a Seminar in Economic Theory?

The purpose of this course is to two-fold: 1) to strengthen and broaden your econometric skills. and 2) to
generate a high quality academic research paper. The paper is a reflection of the accumulated knowledge
you’ve earned pursing a degree in Economics at Pace University. We have very high expectations as to the
quality of the paper and the effort required to produce it. The econometric portion of the course will be
rigorous, but also helpful to your paper.

As you know by now, Economics is a wonderfully interesting and important subject. The presence of
Economics in the way we think about the world-at-large has been accelerating quickly in recent years. And
nowhere has this been more true than in Applied (Empirical) Economics.

Applied Economics refers to the use of statistical analysis to test economic theory. Applied economists
use the scientific method to uncover statistical realities about our world, to be used in policy-making and
business decisions. In 1970, more than 70% of all economics papers published in peer reviewed journals were
theoretical. Today, more than 75% of papers are empirical in nature.

So, the idea of this class is to help guide you as you produce empirically based economic research, and
more generally to further hone your data analysis skills. Even if you’re not interested in graduate work in
economics, the number of jobs both private and public that require econometric skills has grown exponentially
in recent years. This course should provide a host of practical skills that take advantage of your economics
education.

I am very excited to have you in this class. I am an applied microeconomist by trade, with work in public
finance and environmental policy.1 Professor Hanratty2 is also an applied microeconomist, whose work is
primarily in public finance. We take this course very seriously, but also want you to enjoy research as much
as we do. This can be an acquired taste, but we’re here to help!

2 Course Description

A capstone course in which students learn the methods of conducting original research. Students examine
economic issue in depth and learn how to access existing knowledge. Students develop a major research
project and present their research orally. The course requires a major written project.

1Yarbrough – Office: 41 Park Row, #1112. Office Hours: Mon, 2-5PM; Tue, 3-5PM.
2Hanratty – Office: 41 Park Row, #XXXX. Office Hours: by appointment
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3 Course Objectives

1. Understand fundamental concepts used in quantitative analysis in economics

2. Comprehend and critique some of the growing empirical literature in the field of economics

3. Recognize the advantages and limitations of using quantitative analysis in decision making and economic
studies

4. Apply quantitative analysis to an economic problem or policy issue and complete a written economic
project for presentation

5. Use computer software (STATA) to analyze problems in economics and public policy

6. Gain a greater appreciation for the study of the field of economics and its analytical capabilities

7. Improve your analytical, writing and thinking skills through class readings and discussions and the written
and presented research paper

4 Course Materials

Required Textbook:
(S) Studenmund, A., Using Econometrics: A Practical Guide

We will also be reading material from:
(W) Wooldridge, J., Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach

(A) Abbott, D., Applied Predictive Analytics. Principles and Techniques for the Professional Data Analyst

Required Software:

STATA

- STATA is a powerful and quite user-friendly statistical software package. It is used by academics and data
analysts to organize, regress, and visualize practically any data set. The department has an existing license
which allows students to use STATA on computers in campus computer labs. Students may also purchase
semester long licenses at a reduced student rate. See STATA Pricing Site. Students would need STATA IC
on a six month license, which can be purchased for $45.
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5 Grading

Assignments - worth collectively 20% of your final grade. Assignments will be focused on honing your
econometric skills and strengthening your ability to critically consider economic issues.

Midterm - worth 20% of your final grade. An examination of your understanding of basic econometric theory
and application. The purpose of which will be to identify your strengths and weaknesses which will inform
an efficient study strategy for the second portion of the course.

Paper - worth 40% of your final grade. A serious research paper using econometric techniques. You will be
assessed by your ability to put together a coherent, interesting, and professional piece of economic research.
This includes a pertinent literature review, collective of necessary data, the development and implementation
of a methodological strategy, analysis of the results of such a strategy, and an effective communication of
such analysis.

Participation - worth 20% of your final grade. The extent of your day to day classroom presence is considered,
including asking questions, providing discussion material, and otherwise engaging with fellow students and
faculty.

FINAL GRADE = (0.20×Assignments) + (0.20×Midterm) + (0.40×Paper) + (0.20×Participation)

A : 100 − 89.5
B+ : 89.4 − 86.5;B : 86.4 − 82.5;B− : 82.4 − 79.5
C+ : 79.4 − 76.5;C : 76.4 − 72.5;C− : 72.4 − 69.5
D+ : 69.4 − 66.5;D : 66.4 − 62.5;D− : 62.4 − 59.5

F : 59.5 − 0.0
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6 Expectations and Student Support

Student Expectations: Since this course is the culminating capstone of your economics education, our
expectations will be very high as to your effort. You will of course face obstacles and may even struggle
during the semester, but this is to be expected. Professors Yarbrough and Hanratty are here to assist you
throughout the semester. That being said, students should not rely upon any faculty to help their paper
along. It is imperative that this course serve as a self-directed research experience. This is the best way
to learn how best to structure your time to produce effective research. In addition, here are some basic
ground-rules for the course:

1. Students and faculty will treat each other with respect, always.

2. Students are encouraged to work together on assignments, but should always be sure to turn in a set of
solutions they themselves created.

3. As much as possible, questions should be asked during class or lab. Otherwise, office hours are second-best.

4. Try very hard to stick to deadlines. The nature of the course means that late work presents non-negligible
and punitive opportunity cost.

5. Be reflective. Spend time each day considering economics and its applications.

For students with a disability: The University’s commitment to equal educational opportunities for
students with disabilities includes providing reasonable accommodations for the needs of students with
disabilities. To request an a reasonable accommodation for a qualified disability a student with a disability
must self-identify and register with the Office of Disability Services for his or her campus. No one, including
faculty, is authorized to evaluate the need for or grant a request for an accommodation except the Office
of Disability Services. Moreover, no one, including faculty, is authorized to contact the Office of Disability
Services on behalf of a student. For further information, please see Resources for Students with Disabilities
at the Office of Disability Services.

Academic Honesty: The Academic Integrity Code supports Pace University’s commitment to academic
honesty and creates a culture at the University that emphasizes high standards of academic integrity, ethical
behavior, and responsible conduct. The purpose of the Code is to educate students about what constitutes
academic misconduct, to deter cheating and plagiarism, and to create a fair process and a set of procedures
to handle cases of academic misconduct including documentation and application of sanctions. Academic
integrity is defined as honesty and ethical conduct in learning and the educational process. The educational
environment is enhanced when students believe that their academic competence is being judged fairly and
that they will not be at a disadvantage because of the dishonesty of another. All members of the University
community are expected to uphold the highest standards of academic integrity. Academic Dishonesty :
Written or other work that a student submits must be the product of her/his own efforts. Plagiarism,
cheating and other forms of academic dishonesty, including dishonesty involving computer technology, are
prohibited. Further information on Academic Dishonesty can be found in the Pace University Academic
Code of Integrity.

”Nobody ever figures out what life is all
about, and it doesn’t matter. Explore
the world. Nearly everything is really

interesting if you go into it deeply
enough.” - Richard Feynman
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7 Fall 2018 Dates and Readings

WEEKS READINGS WORK

Week 1 (9/6)

Some Math

W Chpt. 1
Econometrics Lecture Note 1

Week 2 (9/11 & 9/13)

OLS
Predictive Analytics

S Chpts. 1
A Chpt. 1
Econometrics Lectures Note 2

Bring 3 economic questions on 9/13

Week 3 (9/18 & 9/20)

Regression Analysis
Modeling

S Chpt. 3
W Chpt. 2
A Chpts. 2 and 8
Econometrics Lecture Note 3

Week 4 (9/25 & 9/27)

Hypothesis Testing

S Chpts. 4 & 5
W Chpts. 3 & 4
STATA Tutorial Chpt. 1

ASSIGNMENT 1 due 9/25
RESEARCH PROPOSAL due 9/27

Week 5 (10/2 & 10/4)

Independent Variables
Data

S Chpt. 6
W Chpt. 6
A Chpt. 3
Econometrics Lecture Note 4

Week 7 (10/9 & 10/11)

Dummy Variables
Fun with STATA

S Chpt. 13
W Chpt. 7
STATA Tutorial Chpts. 2

LITERATURE REVIEW due 10/11

Week 8 (10/16 & 10/18)

Functional Form

S Chpt. 7
A Chapter 4
STATA Tutorial Chpts. 3

ASSIGNMENT 2 due 10/16
MODEL PROPOSAL due 10/18

Week 9 (10/23 & 10/25)

Multicollinearity

S Chpt. 8 SOURCES and DATA due 10/23

MIDTERM 10/25

Week 10 (10/30 & 11/1)

Time-Series Models

S Chpts. 9 & 12

Week 11 (11/6 & 11/8)

Heteroskedasticity

S Chpts. 10 & 16
W Chpt. 8

ASSIGNMENT 3 due 11/6
EMPIRICAL RESULTS due 11/8

Week 12 (11/13 & 11/15)

Forecasting
Simultaneous Equations

S Chpts. 15 & 14 CONCLUSIONS due 11/15

Week 13 (11/20) PAPER DRAFT due 11/20
THANKSGIVING 11/22

Week 14 (11/27 & 11/29)

Spillover
Paper Discussions

Week 15 (12/4 & 12/6)

Paper Presentations

PRESENTATIONS

Week 16 (12/11 & 12/13)

Study Days

NO CLASSES
Meet with Yarbrough or Hanratty

Week 17 (12/18 & 12/20)

Paper Presentations

PRESENTATIONS

FINAL PAPER due 12/18

All readings are required and should be read by the next class meeting. Additional readings will be assigned.
W and A Chpts. will be posted to Blackboard.
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